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FOR
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A. COURSE ORGANIZATION AND SCHEDULE

- Introduction: examples of intelligence analysis tasks
- Advanced data mining models
  o Relational Data Mining
  o Probabilistic Relational Models
  o Learning PRMs
  o Link analysis
- Small world graphs and phenomena
  o Small world graphs, definitions
  o Examples of small world graphs in organizations
  o Case studies:
    ▪ Terrorist groups
    ▪ Electrical grid
  o Vulnerability
  o Group discovery algorithms
  o Social network analysis
- Profiling
  o Problems of profiling in data mining
  o The unbalanced classes and the base rate fallacy
  o Techniques for unbalanced classes.
  o Misclassification, error rates and their importance
- Alias detection problem
  o Algorithms
- Cybersecurity
  o Insider threat problem and some solutions
- Projects and presentations

B. READING AND REFERENCE MATERIAL

- Technical papers
- Small Worlds: The Dynamics of Networks between Order and Randomness Duncan Watts. Princeton University Press

C. STUDENT EVALUATION CRITERIA
The grades will be based on homework assignments, projects, and final exam